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SMG AT KELHAM ISLAND
16th. &17th. MARCH 1991 

A good number of visitors turned up at our annual exhibition this year,
despite the fact that much anticipated publicity with local papers and radio 
stations failed to materialise. The 'Star' carried a small mention of our 
exhibition prior to the weekend and had a photo after it of fo.ur youngsters 
looming over a standard manual model, which hardly promotes Meccano as atadult 
pastime at all! Two local papers accepted letters giving the exhibition details 
for their 'Whats On' columns, but nothing appeared; another paper would not 
accept it without the payment of a £28 trade advertisement fee! Yorkshire TV
was sent a fax, but they did not give us a mention! As usual at Kelham Island, 
the Sunday was much busier than the Saturday, and those visitors who came in 
through the doors could view the following models and bombard their creators 
with all manner of questions. In no particular order, there was ••••• 

MIKE WHITING- 6 models in total, including a skeleton clock and his rotating 
visual illusion machine. Mike's four famous orreries sported 

multicoloured Meccano parts for maximum effect. Two of them used only sprocket 
wheels and chains, and yet still managed a less than 1% error. Even more 
accurate was the mechanical Solar System, with four asteroids, to 0.1% accuracy, 
and the Mars-Phobos-Diemos machine managed an incredible 0.01% accuracy! 

ERIC SCHOOLAR-Eric's model was a superb scale model of a Bobcat Shovel Loader. 
It featured full radio control and a complete hydraulic system 

using the ActionEngineering components. The rams for moving the bucket arm 
were painted in Meccano colours to blend in better with the model. Two pumps, 
one for raising and one for lowering the arm were used to do away with the 
oversized reversing levers provided with the hydraulics, and a smaller home-
made reservoir was installed for compactness. Meccano points of interest 
included a set of four obselete 4 1/2"plastic road wheels- presumably their axles 
were rivetted over! 

JOYCE SCHOOLAR- Formed curved strips in abundance adorned Joyce's original 
Meccano diorama, 'A Summer Theme'. Chunky plastic Meccano parts 

were employed for various furnishings, as well as several suspiciously foreign-
looking cuddly toys. 

ROBIN SCHOOLAR- Robin brought his Army Green Half-Track, shorn of it's radio 
control. The use of black parts in this model is particularly 

pleasing, especially in the idler wheels in the rear tracks. 

lAIN McKENZIE- took up one end of the exhibition room with a collection of Binns 
Road shop window display models; a windmill, a ferris wheel, an 

excavator, an American loco, and an enormous SuspensionBridge. The bridge forms 
a moving roadway for 16 Dinky Toys, and has been reconstructed after being
found in a derelict condition. 

RUSSELL CARR- Russell's enormously complex car transporter continues to grow, 
and now sports beefy non-Meccano screwed rod hydraulicsfor raising 

the upper deck. Othermodels were the skaters from CQ, using door catch magnets 
instead of the rare genuine articles, in B-Y-Z, a set one scooter, an Electrikit 
asynchronous motor, and a set 3 gantry crane- the model that achieved 'STARdom'! 
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CHARLES HATFIELD- his main model was a new freelance Carousel, utilising his 
homebrewed GRB on a 24 1/2"square base. It was driven by a Decaperm 

motor with a belt drive to the rotating structure. Smallermodels were a 1904
RollsRoyce, a guillotine and the Magic Windmill. 

JOHN MARTIN- brought his superb prize winning GNR Steam Railmotor, and an early 
no.5 set flat bed lorry constructed from mint parts. 

MICHAEL MARTIN- came with John, and he brought 4 original vehicles made from 
plastic and real Meccano. 

HELLMUTH KOHLER- Hellmuth's model was a superb DeWinton vertical boilered narrow 
gauge steam loco bui 1 t from pri s.tine red & green Meccano on gauge 1 

track. Various nicities included a built-up 3 throw crankshaft within the 
confines of the restricted gauge. 

RICHARD BINGHAM- another day out for his entertaining Climbing Man built from 
various colour schemes, powered by a 1920's E20B. RB is convinced 

that this model will scoop all of the prizes at Skegness this year, so be warned! 

JOHN BADER- brought his own mini exhibition as usual.His latest multitude of 
models included a pair of electric clocks. One was recently 

described in CQ and is constructed from zinc and yellow parts; the other is built 
from nickel and 1970'splastic(!), using Electronic Control components for the 
rewind mechanism. John adds that this model was originally described in the 9/66 MM. 

ROB MITCHELL- the latest effort, the Plasser & Theurer RM800 Ballast Cleaning
Machine continues to grow, although at a painfully slow pace. Other

models included the froth floatation cells from SMG News no.33 and a 
Meccanosaurus Mk.III. 

ROGER BURTON- brought 8-year old enthusiast James with both of their creations. 
Roger's models, all in red &green, were a no.10 set Combine 

Harvester and a 'It rolls uphill' from CQ no.8. The CQ model has been altered 
slightly, with modified reverse switching and anti-cone-scuffing stops at each 
end. James had an original model of a lift powered by a 12v motor, with a L**o 
(ouch!!)lift car. 

BRIAN HARPER- trotted out (quote) his famed 7 foot high Grandfather Clock built 
from B-Y-Z Meccano, as his latest creation is not quite ready yet. It 

sported rack striking, a 30-tooth built-up escapement wheel, and an automatic 
overnight date change. An unwelcome surprise for Brian was when he found out that 
'Kelham', the museum's resident mousecatcher, had left something obnoxious in his 
clock's travelling box! 

Sunday afternoon- the SMG Trophy votes were counted, and the outcome was ******

THIRD- Richard Bingham for his Climbing Man 

SECOND- Charles Hatfield for his model display 

FIRST- Rob Mitchell for his Plasser &Theurer RM800

Somewhat embarrasingly, all of the top three were unintentionally SMG comittee 
members-oops! It was'nt arranged like that, honestly! In these enlightened days 
of course, nobody believes a word of it. 
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-sent in by FRANK SINGLETON (Grimsby) 

This is another variant solution to the problem of turning one shaft 
from another by means of a single crank (see SMG News no.29 March 1990):
except that this one uses three cranks! I brought this along to Norton last 
October, and foolishly promised Rob a write-up- unfortunately; it's taken me 
so long to get round to it, that that upstart publication CQ has beaten me 
to it. This mechanism is essentially the same as the one shown in Fig.S of Dr. 
Boerdijk's fascinating article about 'Evoluon' in CQ11. Curses- Johnson 
strikes again! 

The basic concept is to arrange three bush wheels such that their 
centres are equidistant from each other and then join corresponding holes in 
each wheel by three cranks of equal length -see Figure 1. (As usual, 
apologies for the artwork.) Driving any one bush wheel, say by a pair of 
bevels, will then drive the other two at the same speed, and in the same 
direction - this is an improvement on the previous version! 

I used 3 1/2" strips for my cranks, and the only tricky bit was fixing the 
bossed parts, to support the axles carrying the bush wheels, at the vertices 
of an equilateral triangle. 

No doubt there are easier ways, but the way that I did it is as follows: 
using a large yellow flanged plate as, a base, mount two s slotted strips on 
collars, in parallel, spaced five clear holes apart (see Fig.2 for a plan 
view). Across the strips, place two 4 1/2"flat girders such that three holes 
form the requisite equilateral triangle. Place two cranks and one double arm 
crank such that their bosses align with your chosen three holes, and insert 
1 1/2"axle rods. On the southern (double arm) crank mount a large bevel, teeth 
down, and on the axles in the other two cranks mount collars. Mount bush 
wheels on all axles, fix a threaded pin topped with a collar on each, and 
join the threaded pins with three 3 1/2"strips. Fix up a small bevel to drive 
the large bevel and there you are. 

It's amazing how many collars such a simple mechanism uses up. 'Though 
I have' nt tried it, I surmise that this mechanism could be extended as many 
times as required. I am sure I have seen something similar, mounted vertically 
on the side of a machine to drive parallel spindles - on a printing press or 
a loom perhaps? 

Two of Frank's 
crank mechanisms, 
pictured at 
Norton in April. 
The left model 
is as described 
in this article. 
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A MINI MECCANOGRAPH
-designed and described by ALAN GRIMSHAW

This is a design for a small Meccanograph that I made for a Christmas
Grotto. It is more or less a scaled down version of the old standard 
Supermodel, but is easier on paper and simpler for the children to use. 

The framework should be clear but the gear train is as follows:-

The 3 1/2" drive rod has on its outer end a 2" pulley and on the inside of the 
plate a 3/4" pinion that meshes with an adjacent 1 1/4" gear wheel on the centre 
rod. This rod has on the outside of the plate a 1/2" pinion in mesh with a 1 1/2"
gear on the end of a 13 1/2" compound axle rod that goes the full length of the 
model into the other plate at the table end, and has on it a worm in mesh 
with a 1 1/2" gear on the vertical table axle. 

The sliding table slides on two longitudinal 8" rods. The table is made 
up from a 2 1/2" x 3 1/2" flanged plate and a pair of " x 2 1/2" double angle strips. It 
has on the top a bush wheel bolted one hole off centre which holds a 1 1/2" axle 
rod to support the pen arm. The pen arm is a 16" compound strip with a pair of 
verical 2 1/2" triangular plates at the table end. Two large fork pieces between 
the plates have axles in their bosses, the ends of which enter small fork 
pieces. The pen is held in the forks and clamped by 6BA bolts. The table is a 
piece of wood, 4"x4"x1/2", screwed centrally to a bush wheel, and is stood off 
the flanged plate by a double bent strip over the axle. 

The pen crank is mounted on a vertical axle. Below the plate, a 50 tooth 
contrate meshes with a 1/2" pinion on the second driving axle, which also enters 
into a coupling on the vertical axle. Above the plate, there is a 1 1/2" gear and 
two bush wheels, with a loose axle mounted in their holes. Another vertical axle 
also carries a 1 1/2" gear and one bush wheel, which meshes with the other. A 
threaded pin on the bush wheel oscillates_ the sliding table with a 5 1/2" strip 
over another threaded pin on the table. The pen arm is held back onto its crank 
by a rubber band looped around an axle mounted in one corner of the frame. 

The pen arm guide is a pair of 4 1/2"strips, spaced by two washers, bolted 
to two upright 4 1/2"angle girders by a pair of 1"x1/2"angle brackets. 

PARTS REQUIRED-
1 of no. 1 1 of no. 15a 1 of no. 27 4 of no. 52 
4 " " 2 3 " " 16 4 " 27a 1 " " 53 
1 " " 5 1 " " 16a 1 " 28 8 " 59 
4 " " 8 2 " " 17 1 " 32 1 " 63 
2 " " 9a 2 " " 18a 6 " 35 2 " 70
2 " " 11 1 " " 18b 58 " 37 2 " 76 
2 " " 12b 1 " " 20a 5 " 37a/c 2 " 111c 
1 " " 13 5 " " 24 21 " 38 3 " 115 
2 " " 13a 1 " " 25 1 " " 45 2 " " 116 
1 " " 15 2 " " 26 2 " " 46 2 " " 116a 
4 "x4"x1/2"wood table; 1 rubber band; 2x6BA nut and bolt. 

. 

.. 





MECCANO AT ILKLEY- 1st of Jun~ 

THE LIONEL MODEL RAILWAY Exhibition i~ a regular venue for
a Meccano..... held upstairs from themain railway display, in
theWinterGardens at Ilkley. A fine exhibitionof Lionel railways,
withsomeHornby as an added attrection, and the company of like-
mindedenthusiasts; what more could onewant? - -

Meccano on show

John Bader brought his self winding Pendulum Clock, based
on a design from a 60's MM; a Road Train with 16 axles and PDU drive;
an 0-4-0 Loco in CQ) uAing Ahgentine paht~ to good e66ect, 
and Catehpillah Thack link~ noh coal-vehy ~n6~ctive, but hide the 
Vuplo ~hovel, John! John alAo ~how~d a main~-dhiven c.lock ba~ed on 
a CQ ahtic.le, a Lohhy and Vhawbah Thail~h u~ing Highway Multikit 
paht~, and a Woodpeck~h on a Pole. 

Wayne Stancli66~ ~how~d a Stuaht Tuhneh ~ta~ionehy engine 
ba~~d on a Bh~an Row~ d~~ign; hi~ own d~~ign w~ll-phopohtioned 
Mod~l T Fohd pic.k-up, and al~o hi~ own de~ign wa~ hi~ Block~etteh 
with a novel and enfiective Rolleh Beahing. 

Alan Ghim,ohaw di~p.tay~d a mod~l o6 th~ la~t ~uhviving Neil~on 
0-4-0 ~team Chane Engine, 'S nipey' ; a N ew~mag de~ig n B earn Engine; 
a Sc.ahbohough Clin6 Li6t ba~~d on Peteh Ma~on'~ CQ de~ign, but 
u,o ing E.fe cttuki.t pah.t~ hath elL .than elect!Lo nic~; a Ve~ig ning 
Machine (building in-Ot!Luction~ in thi,o New~lette!L); and a c.ha!Lming 
fiheelance CaJLou~el with ~ixteen galloping ho!L~e~. 

Richa!Ld Bin~ham being the tJLue enthu~ia~t c.ame to llktey and 
di,oplayed h~~ Cl~mblng Monkey until the ~a!Lly afite!Lnoon, then had to 
fLetuJLn to She.66ield to do hi~ a6te!Lnoon ~hi6t! 

Mike. Beadman ~hawed hi~ Julian Cole.~ de~ign Steam Bu~, and a 
Hyd!Laul~c Engine. u~ing HydJLo Action component~. 

Jack Pa!Lthidge.'~ S~!Lvetti-de~ign Fanta~y Facto!Ly looked good 
and Wohked well, the automatic cJLane in pa!Lticula!L being a delight 
to ~ee and ,otudy. Jack u~e~ Allen-head~d bolt~ in ~ome o6 thi~ mod~l, 
and ~ay~ they'JLe gh~at. 

Rob Mitchell a~ u~ual out pl~tho!La-6 ~he lot o6 u~! Too many 
mod~l~ to ment~on JL~ally, but th~ main it~m wa~ hi~ magni6icent 
Pla~~~!L and TheufL~fL RMBOO Balla~t Cl~aninq Mac.hin~, aJLound 
eighteen fieet long and bfLi~tling with d~tail. A !Lecent additio~ to, 
thi~ not yet complete fiacto!Ly on fLail~ include~ a n~at and -6at~~6y~ng 
dhive. to the chain which dig~ the balla~t fiJLom the tJLack bed. 

John Mc1Jonald',o 
,oupe.!Lb M26 
Pac.i6ic W!Le.c.ke.fL 
a-0 ~ e.e.n at 
NoJLto n, 17th ~fay 
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